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News

📅 24.08.2021
Collaborative Research Grants: University of Bonn strengthens global cooperation

📅 23.08.2021
Successful climate research in the Amazon region is continued and expanded with ATTO+

📅 06.08.2021
Kenyan university joins international graduate training program

Show more News

Calls

📅 Deadline: 31.08.2021
DAAD Research Programme "German Colonial Rule. Scholarship Programme for Cooperative Research"

📅 Deadline: 31.08.2021
Call for Applications PRIME 2021/22: Postdoctoral Researchers International Mobility Experience

📅 Deadline: 10.09.2021
BMBF funding call for green hydrogen research cooperation with Japan

Show more Calls
Events

- 25.08.2021
  Virtual GAIN Conference 2021

- 26.08.2021
  German Chancellor Fellowship: Information Event for Applicants from South Africa

- 16.09.2021
  Days of Ukraine in Berlin and Brandenburg

Show more Events